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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In a November 9, 2021, interview with Atlantic Council CEO Frederick Kempe,  PMzer chairman and

CEO Albert Bourla claimed “a small part of professionals” intentionally circulate “misinformation ...

so that they will mislead those that have concerns.”

Such medical professionals, Bourla said, are not just bad people, “they’re criminals, because they

have literally cost millions of lives.” Bourla is one to talk, being the CEO of a company the name of

which is synonymous with corporate crime.

Bourla’s comments were made on the same day PMzer and its partner BioNTech asked the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration to broaden its authorization for booster shots to everyone over the

age of 18.

Pot Calling the Kettle Black

I guess we can’t be too surprised, though, as the primary defense strategy people like Bourla have

is to blame the opposition for their own misdeeds. He even claims the company is being targeted

by “dark organizations,” meaning organizations that aren’t transparent about their funding.

This is precisely what the Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH) is, the fabrications  of which

are being used to prop up the oYcial narrative that those who present evidence showing the COVID

shots are dangerous are domestic terrorists  out to worsen the pandemic death toll.

No one knows who funds this group, but it has plenty of connections to war hawks and Great Reset

promoters — including the Atlantic Council, to which Bourla is making these statements.

By way of its board members, the CCDH can be linked to the Trilateral Commission, the Atlantic

Council, the European Council of Foreign Relations, Save the Children Fund (funded by the Gates

Foundation and a partner of Gates’ GAVI Vaccine Alliance), the British Parliament, CIA and Event

201,  Microsoft,  and the Center for American Progress  (another organization funded by dark

money ).

And Bourla wants us to believe PMzer is under attack from dark money groups? Again, the playbook

of these wolves includes the dictum to always blame the other side for what they themselves are

guilty of.

More on the Atlantic Council

In August 2018, Facebook claimed an “in]uence campaign” by Russian “bad actors” had been

carried out on its platform leading up to the 2018 midterm elections. However, it turned out these

pages weren’t identiMed by Facebook. They came primarily from the Atlantic Council’s Digital

Forensic Research Lab.

In her article, “Hysteria Over Newly Revealed Facebook ‘In]uence Campaign’ Doesn’t Fit the Facts,”

investigative reporter Whitney Webb took a deep-dive into this inane propaganda effort, pointing

out that:

“... despite the lawmakers’ claims, Facebook has established no links to the Russian

government or even Russian nationals.

The only ‘evidence’ to back up the claim of Russian-involvement is that one of the pages

identiAed ‘had an IRA [Internet Research Agency, a Russian ‘troll farm’ named in a Mueller-

probe indictment] account as one of its admins for ‘only seven minutes’ and ‘one of the IRA

accounts we disabled in 2017 shared a Facebook Event hosted by’ one of the pages.

Beyond the fact that accusations of Russian involvement are highly politicized given the

lack of current evidence, there is hardly any indication that this ‘inNuence campaign’ was

even inNuential at all.

Indeed, most of the ‘bad actor’ pages and accounts had hardly any followers, with most of

them having no followers. For instance, only four of the 32 total social-media pages and

accounts had more than 10 followers, with all other pages — i.e., the remaining 28 — having

between 10 and zero, according to Facebook’s statements.

All of the Instagram accounts identiAed had zero followers and, among those seven

accounts, only one of them had made a single post on the platform. By Facebook’s own

admission, only four of the pages named were even remotely signiAcant in terms of

followers and thus ‘inNuence.’”

Why do I mention this? Because this is the same tactic used to frame a small number of individuals

with limited social media reach as domestic terrorists, simply for sharing counter-narratives about

the COVID pandemic.

False Allegations Used to Quench Freedom of Speech

According to the CCDH,  a dozen individuals, including me, were responsible for 65% of all anti-

vaccine content on social media and should therefore be banned from all platforms. Most social

media companies have since complied, deplatforming most of us. This despite a public

denouncement of the CCDH’s accusations by Monika Bickert, vice president of Facebook content

policy, who stated that:

“… these 12 people are responsible for about just 0.05% of all views of vaccine-related

content on Facebook. This includes all vaccine-related posts they’ve shared, whether true

or false, as well as URLs associated with these people.

The report  upon which the faulty narrative is based analyzed only a narrow set of 483

pieces of content over six weeks from only 30 groups, some of which are as small as 2,500

users.

They are in no way representative of the hundreds of millions of posts that people have

shared about COVID-19 vaccines in the past months on Facebook.

Further, there is no explanation for how the organization behind the report identiAed the

content they describe as ‘anti-vax’ or how they chose the 30 groups they included in their

analysis. There is no justiAcation for their claim that their data constitute a ‘representative

sample’ of the content shared across our apps.”

Information Warfare

Getting back to the Atlantic Council, Webb noted that:

“Facebook o`cially partnered with the Atlantic Council this past May in order to tackle so-

called ‘fake news,’ adding that the hawkish think-tank would serve as its ‘eyes and ears’ in

identifying alleged foreign-inNuence operations ...

The Atlantic Council itself is led by a mix of retired military o`cers, former politicians, and

Western business elites. And the think-tank’s Anancial sponsors include top U.S. defense

contractors; agencies aligned with Washington and the Pentagon; the United Arab

Emirates; major transnational corporations; and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO).

One can think of several reasons why such a group would be interested in fomenting anti-

Russian hysteria ... The Atlantic Council’s conNicts of interest are certainly worth keeping in

mind ...”

The same must be said about the CCDH, and PMzer too. Both are glaringly biased and in no position

to judge what is misinformation and what isn’t. But then, this is war, after all. We’re in an

information war, and the term “misinformation” is lobbed in lieu of grenades. Discernment and

some basic wisdom is required to avoid becoming a victim.

Fact checking organizations are another weapon designed and deployed to control the narrative.

They exist as gatekeepers to funnel readers and viewers to the oYcial narrative and away from

anything that might raise inconvenient questions. The largest and most in]uential fact checker is

NewsGuard, which hands out “trustworthiness” ratings to websites.

NewsGuard cofounder Louis Crovitz is a member of the Council on Foreign relations — another

Great Reset supporter — and primary advisers include Tom Ridge, former secretary of Homeland

Security, and Ret. Gen. Michael Hayden, a former director of both the CIA and NSA.

Knowing that, it makes it easier to understand how everyday people who share information that

veers from the oYcial narrative can be labeled and treated as a national security threat.

The COVID pandemic is a militarized operation. We’re at war, and the designated enemy (looking at

it from the side that started this war without telling anyone) are the citizens of the world who want

to hold on to their freedom and human rights.

PIzer Has a Long History of Criminal Behavior

PMzer is on the other side — the side that is seeking to install an unelected technocratic regime

based on the idea that we need a global biosecurity, biosurveillance apparatus or we’ll all die.

This is not a new position for them. During the American Civil War, which began in 1862, the need

for massive amounts of painkillers and antiseptics allowed PMzer to ]ourish and expand during

wartime.  Today, the manufactured “need” for COVID-19 vaccine is allowing PMzer to make out like

a bandit yet again, and as I’ve already stated, we are again at war, albeit an undeclared one.

To achieve that, PMzer is willing to “blackmail” countries into accepting its COVID shot terms, as

reviewed in the Gravitas report above — terms that make sure PMzer always comes out on top.

A key term is no liability, which is understandable considering the amount of harm PMzer’s COVID

jab is causing. PMzer went so far as to bully nations into putting up sovereign assets like military

bases as collateral to pay for any vaccine injury lawsuits that might result from their COVID jab.

While that might not be illegal, it’s unethical, and so is researching on people without informed

consent. Everyone who gets these emergency use authorized injections are part of that research,

while simultaneously being prevented from seeing anything but propaganda.

Without truthful and transparent disclosure of both risks and beneMts, there is no informed

consent. PMzer is even experimenting on children and pregnant women without informed consent,

two categories that historically have been off-limits for drug experimentation.

Whistleblower Claims Data Were FalsiIed

According to a whistleblower who worked on PMzer’s Phase 3 COVID jab trial in the fall of 2020,

data were falsiMed and patients were unblinded. Follow-up on reported side effects also lagged

behind.  This isn’t the Mrst time such unsavory have been levied against PMzer.

In 2014, PMzer was ordered to pay $75 million to settle charges relating to its unlawful testing of a

new broad spectrum antibiotic on critically ill Nigerian children. As reported by the Independent  at

the time, PMzer sent a team of doctors into Nigeria in the midst of a meningitis epidemic.

For two weeks, the team set up right next to a medical station run by Doctors Without Borders and

began dispensing the experimental drug, Trovan. Of the 200 children picked, half got the

experimental drug and the other half the already licensed antibiotic Rocephin.

Eleven of the children treated by the PMzer team died, and many others suffered side effects such

as brain damage and organ failure. PMzer denied wrongdoing. According to the company, only Mve

of the children given Trovan died, compared to six who received Rocephin, so their drug was not to

blame.

The problem was they never told the parents that their children were being given an experimental

drug, let alone ask them if they wanted their child to take part in the trial.

“ In his 2010 paper, “Tough on Crime? Pfizer and
the CIHR,” Robert G. Evans, Ph.D., Emeritus
Professor at Vancouver School of Economics,
described Pfizer as “a ‘habitual offender,’
persistently engaging in illegal and corrupt
marketing practices, bribing physicians and
suppressing adverse trial results.””

What’s more, while PMzer produced a permission letter from a Nigerian ethics committee, the letter

turned out to have been backdated. The ethics committee itself wasn’t set up until a year after the

trial had already taken place.

State Department cables also revealed PMzer hired spies with a plan to frame a Nigerian attorney

general and get him to drop the parents’ lawsuit.  PMzer even tried to avoid responsibility by falsely

accusing Doctors Without Borders of dispensing the experimental drug.

An ‘Habitual Offender’

In his 2010 paper,  “Tough on Crime? PMzer and the CIHR,” Robert G. Evans, Ph.D., Emeritus

Professor at Vancouver School of Economics, described PMzer as “a ‘habitual offender,’ persistently

engaging in illegal and corrupt marketing practices, bribing physicians and suppressing adverse

trial results.”

PMzer has been sued in multiple venues over unethical drug testing, illegal marketing practices,

bribery in multiple countries,  environmental violations — including illegal dumping of PCBs and

other toxic waste  — labor and worker safety violations and more.  It’s also been criticized for

price gouging that threatens the lives of patients with chronic diseases such as epilepsy.

Between 2002 and 2010 alone, PMzer and its subsidiaries were Mned $3 billion in criminal

convictions, civil penalties and jury awards. This included $2.3 billion for the illegal marketing of

the arthritis drug, Bextra, levied in 2009.  It was the largest health care fraud settlement in

American history.

According to the Global Justice report, “The Horrible History of Big Pharma: Why We Can’t Leave

Pharmaceutical Corporations in the Driving Seat of the COVID-19 Response:”

“A whistleblower claimed that sales staff were incentivized to sell Bextra to doctors for

conditions for which the drug wasn’t approved and at doses up to eight times those

recommended. ‘At PAzer I was expected to increase proAts at all costs, even when sales

meant endangering lives. I couldn’t do that,’ he stated.”

In 2011, PMzer agreed to pay another $14.5 million to settle federal charges of illegal marketing,

and in 2014 they settled federal charges relating to improper marketing of the kidney transplant

drug Rapamune to the tune of $35 million.

None of those legal actions deterred future bad behavior. To PMzer, paying Mnes to sweep

illegalities under the rug has become part of the cost of doing business, and they can afford it.

While the Mnes may sound extraordinary, they’re tiny when compared to the company’s proMts.

PMzer was among the top 30 most proMtable companies in the world in 2020, with proMts reaching

$16 billion, and its COVID jab alone is predicted to make $13 billion in 2021.

As noted by the law Mrm Matthews and Associates, “the history of PMzer is rife with so much

subterfuge and under-the-table dealing that the company will need all the help it can get to promote

conMdence in its hastily assembled COVID vaccine.”  The key strategy to boost conMdence,

unfortunately, is censorship.

What ‘New Way of Life’ Is PIzer Promising?

The fastest way to get back to normal, Bourla claims in his Atlantic Council interview, is for

everyone to get vaccinated. Considering how little things have changed despite massive

vaccination rates, it seems clear the globalists in charge of The Great Reset — and PMzer is part of

that pack — have no intention of allowing anything go back to normal. It won’t matter how many

comply, or how many times we comply

Australia is perhaps the clearest illustration of what the whole world will face. Even though a

majority are “vaccinated,” their freedoms have not been returned, and now they have to submit to

boosters or lose what semblance of freedom the initial round of shots gave them. The Australian

government is conMscating and blocking people’s bank accounts, withholding unemployment

beneMts and more — all in the name of “public health.”

Bourla even indicates that there is no going back to the old normal when he states, “The only thing

that stands between the new way of life and the current way of life is ... hesitancy to vaccinations.”

New way of life. What does this “new way of life” look like? It looks like Australia. It looks like Israel.

It looks like Lithuania,  where your “right” to frequent restaurants, stores, shopping malls, beauty

salons, libraries, banks, insurance agencies and universities, and your “right” to inpatient medical

care and travel, all depend on your willingness to participate in a medical experiment that can kill or

disable you.

The “new way of life” Bourla is talking about involves repeatedly playing lethal Russian Roulette just

to “earn” the right to be part of society. No thank you. Bourla can keep his “new way of life.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,296 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been thinking about this... We need to prevent those power-hungry elitist wannabes from hijacking the language. By calling the

unvaxed "vaccine hesitant", they imply that we are ignorant and just need to be "educated"--by them, of course.   We need to change the

vocabulary, no longer allowing terms like VAXINE RESISTER.  We should be calling ourselves VAXINE-REJECTORS.  This is more forceful.

 It implies that we are informed and have good reasons for not being jabbed.  Nothing wishy-washy or fence-sitting about it.  What do you

think?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 1:29:23 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, as Dr. Mercola and Tessa Lena have reported, "nature is wiser than scientists." It is the unvaccinated people who

know the truth about the damage of genetic weapons, falsely called "vaccines", because they are followers of true science. The

vaccinated are the uninformed because they think that it is only the unvaccinated who transmit the Covid infection, they also do

not know the damage to the immune system. Disinformation propaganda is what feeds people imprisoned by fear to go to get

vaccinated.

If COVID vaccines are "safe and effective" as they claim, why do a large percentage of doctors, nurses, and other healthcare

workers refuse to receive them? Why does a large percentage of the public refuse to receive them? Why worry about the

unvaccinated if you are vaccinated? Could it be because many have already died and are permanently disabled?

There are plenty of reasons not to vaccinate children, but soon as these children suddenly begin to die from heart attacks and

blood clots, PMzer can't afford to pay for those kinds of deals en masse. That's why PMzer wants immunization against liability so

parents can't sue when their child is permanently maimed or killed by the injection that creates billions of spike proteins and

spreads them throughout the vascular system. straining the heart and polluting the purifying organs.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Vaccines” against children is a crime against humanity: Ten red ]ags in the fda's risk-beneMt analysis of pMzer's eua application to

inject american children 5 to 11 with its mrna producto tobyrogers.substack.com/p/ten-red-]ags-in-the-fdas-risk-beneMt  (Oct 25,

2021) Now that PMzer's vaccine for children is available in the United States, and other countries will approve its administration,

more organizations are beginning to question the need to inject these genetic weapons into children and young people. According

to unconMrmed reports published by investigative journalist Steve Kirsch, neonatal intensive care units throughout the country are

Mlling up with newborns struggling with heart problems – newborns who happened to be born to fully vaxxed mothers.

Given this information, the Brownstone Institute argues, “[t]he risk-beneMt discussion for children with these Covid-19 injections is

a very different one than that for adults … this is a completely novel and experimental injection therapy with no medium or

long-term safety data (or even deMnitive effectiveness data).  If we move forward with the vaccination of our children without the

proper safety testing, then we will present them with potentially catastrophic risk, including deaths in some.”

www.naturalhealth365.com/brownstone-institute-3462.html  (December 1, 2021)
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would call myself a vaccine denier. I deny that vaccines are pro-health. The only thing pro-health in my view is my immune

system. I protect this religiously. Vaccines protect nothing except the fraudsters' bottom lines - the fraudsters who cunningly

exploit mass ignorance. In my view, if it does not support the frontline immune response, then the intervention is useless.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think you are right....but I would go a step further and not even call then vaccines...as they are NOT...we are TOXIC SHOT

REJECTORS or we could just ask the gleeful jabbers:  " I am not a guinea pig, are you?" Funny thing about guinea pigs that partake

in novel experiments....usually it doesn't end well!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 3:37:00 AM
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed. Language is powerful.  The powers that be know this as they’ve been studying human behavior for decades. Marketing

uses language to persuade.  Establishment media does the same.  The term “vaccine hesitant” has always bothered me, as well as

“new normal” and “we’re all in this together”, which infuriates me. I see them for what they are - pure propaganda.  To Mght back,

use the same tactic. Statements should be kept short and to the point. Use of deMnitive words and phrases, rather than terms that

leave an opening, shows the recipient that we will not budge.  “I will not comply” vs “I want to wait and see what future data shows”

“I don’t want the vaccine” vs “I think I shouldn’t take it” How do these statements make you feel?
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, but, Pharma hacked the language long before Vaccine Hesitant. The most powerful hack is Cure. We know that millions of

COVID patients have been cured. But our medical language of cure includes Miracle Cure, but not COVID Cured, not even Common

Cold Cured. When most diseases are cured, the cure is ignored and continued Treatments are often recommended. If you've had

A conversation with Pfizer Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Albert Bourla
Atlantic Council was live Share
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PIzer’s Unconscionable Crimes, Past and Present
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

In a November 9, 2021, interview with Atlantic Council CEO Frederick Kempe, PMzer chairman and CEO Albert Bourla claimed “a small part

of professionals” intentionally circulate “misinformation ... so that they will mislead those that have concerns.” Such medical professionals

are not just bad people, Bourla said, “they’re criminals, because they have literally cost millions of lives”

*

The criminals’ playbook includes the dictum to always blame the other side for what they themselves are guilty of*

PMzer has a long history of criminal activity. The company has been sued in multiple venues over unethical drug testing, illegal marketing

practices, bribery in multiple countries, environmental violations — including illegal dumping of PCBs and other toxic waste — labor and

worker safety violations and more. It’s also been criticized for price gouging that threatens the lives of patients with chronic diseases such

as epilepsy

*

Between 2002 and 2010, PMzer was Mned $3 billion in criminal convictions, civil penalties and jury awards, including a $2.3 billion Mne in

2009, the then-largest health care fraud Mne in American history. In 2011, PMzer paid $14.5 million to settle charges of illegal marketing, and

in 2014 they settled charges relating to unlawful marketing of the kidney transplant drug Rapamune to the tune of $35 million. None of it

deterred future bad behavior

*

According to a whistleblower who worked on PMzer’s Phase 3 COVID jab trial in the fall of 2020, data were falsiMed, patients were unblinded

and follow-up on reported side effects lagged way behind

*
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Cold Cured. When most diseases are cured, the cure is ignored and continued Treatments are often recommended. If you've had

COVID and Recovered (Cured being a forbidden word) you still need the Treatment of a Vaccine Program to protect your Health

and the Health of others. This is not new.

The word cure began to disappear when big Pharma "embraced" modern "scientiMc" medicine. That's why there is no scientiMc

deMnition of cure, cures, curing nor cured. There is no proMt - so there is no interest. Today's medical texts and references have no

deMnition of cure and no theory of cure. Why not? Because cures cut through the fog, through the BS. A cure is Mnal. A cure

addresses the present-cause of the disease, a concept that does not exist in Big Pharma medical treatments. The more we look,

the more manipulation of language we can Mnd. I am not vaccine hesitant. I'm vaccine free and I have every intention of remaining

a free spirit.
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Stephjask
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As they are not in any way "vaccines", or even a therapy,  but Experimental Genetic [or Gene] ModiMcation Injections I suggest we

Mnd a more appropriate term such as "GMI Rejectors". (The term GMO is accepted for food products)  I don't believe we should

give credence to the term "vaccination" since the term was itself altered in the dictionaries and medical literature to suit this entire

criminal operation.
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The cruelest stage of this mass "vaccination" plan is the young ones, 5 and up.  When I see parents declaring, "I now know that my

kids are safe" after jabbing them with this "stuff", my heart is saddened, knowing what has just happened to them.  I cannot believe

how gullible and hypnotized they all are.  No Fauci Ouchy for me!!!
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How about the vaccine AWARE??
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Yes, Almond ... language is powerful.  I personally prefer to be called "realist" by the sheeple, the fearful, the cowardly ... I see what

they don't, I say what they won't.
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I reject anything and everything that Big Pharma has to offer. It's the same with the Cancer Industrial Complex...A "cure for cancer"

is the LAST thing those evil entities want!
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hi Almond, thank you for opening up this important conversation, and it is thoughtful of you. I think it needs to be brought forward

that: A) It is not illegal to be anti-vax.  B) It is not illegal or immoral to ask questions and have lively debates from all sides of the

aisle. In fact, it is strongly indicated, for good science.  C) There are cognitive distortions afoot. People have every right to ask

questions without going up against something, directly.  D) If they do go up against it they may have very good reason. It is not

illegal or immoral to do so.

E) "Vaccine hesitancy", "Anti vax" are obvious agendas, and are ways to shame people, a form of bullying. The public must not

participate in this.  F) Many people have side effects and die, if this Mlm footage does not wake people up to this pure fact, then

nothing will  blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..   G) There are multiple ways to bone up

against an infection, not just one (Vaccination). If people were educated in this area, the mania for vaccines would not exist.

H) It is a mania to jump to a vaccine that has not been tested for safety, represents "experimental" technology that is very obviously

a setup for autoimmune attack to the most minimally educated medical person. It also is a mania to bully people for doing nothing

more than protecting themselves from side effects, known or unknown. It is a mania for the media and powers that be to fan the

]ames of fear every two minutes for two years.

And it is a mania to say that ALL CVD19 cases will develop automatically into an ICU case. That is a cognitive distortion, planted

for the sake of fear and guess what, drumroll....vaccine proMteering! We all know that, but can't the mainstream people see this?

It's time for them to wake up.  I) VAERS Mgures are deeply worrisome. There are more than 900,000 events logged, where the CDC

says only 1% report in.
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Almond, concerning your "Vaccine resister" as strong in position, that's  true but my concern is that given the way the mainstream

has been coached and brainwashed, it will only backMre. Further it may lead people to think down certain black and white lines. For

example, if someone is currently Just Saying No to the "experimental" autoimmunity/genetic modiMcation shot, (I think the powers

that be know what the outcome is going to be and to say it is experimental is not adequate in truth), then the implication is that

those people are *actively opposed* to *all* vaccines.

But is this true? Are they actively opposing the very existence of vaccines, sum total? Are they opposing, directly, the

administration of them now? Or are they merely Just Saying No ....for their own sake? There is a very big difference. I am

concerned only because of brainwashing, that "Vaccine Resister" as a slogan, is going to backMre. I could be wrong. I am

wondering if there could be other terminology invoked that may be a little bit more soft and pliable in its message. Sometimes

softer is better, and strong will only backMre. My two cents. I send best wishes and I thank you Almond for your, as always, very

helpful and informative posts, rooted in a spirit of positive light for others. Appreciation! :-) "Mirandola"
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I've been saying I'm "vax-smart" or "vax-informed"...whenever someone asks me why i'm vax-hesitant. Its important to make

intense eye content when replying to gauge how smart, stupid, or hypnotized the asker is...but mostly I ignore them. Arguing is

exhausting. --CMT367 CertiMed Massage Therapist (retired) Reston, Va, USA
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I like the term used by Dr. David Martin for this “vaxxxxine/ jab” He calls them the “countermeasure”.  I suggest that we adopt that

language. This thing that they’re putting in peoples arms in no way is like the word that starts with “V” no matter how we spell it, so

in my humble opinion we should not be using that word in any form when describing this thing.
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Almond. If anyone I have a conversation with about being vaccinated I ask them. If you are totally vaxxed and consider yourself

"Protected" are you willing to go into your local hospitals Covid ward without masks and kiss the sickest patient or hug them? After

all you are protected so you won't get anything from them and you won't give them anything. That usually makes them think or

makes them change the subject.
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Almond - I agree completely.  I have been saying this same thing for months.  The only difference is that we need to stop calling

them vaccines.  What we need to say is that we are refusing "experimental gene-editing" products.
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I agree: "Hesitant" is wishy-washy. It implies that one is "on-the-fence" at least. I prefer to aver the more forceful: "I'm not vaccine

Hesitant, -- "I'm ADAMANT!"
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The Left knows how to change the world to their liking through vocabulary and new phrases  like "fully vaccinated" that until 2021

did not even exist.   They have been doing this for decades. More examples: worldyturnings.blog/.../shots-have-been-Mred-2
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Almond and cmeshine, VERY well said!  There is such power in words. Those of us who are familiar with writing and marketing

(etc) strategies, know all too clearly how one little word can sway the unsuspecting, trusting... masses.  Unfortunately media and

politicians (etc) do too...  cmeshine said; "To Mght back, use the same tactic. Statements should be kept short and to the point."

Touchee!  There is an album title from a brilliant 80's band, "If You Want To Defeat Your Enemy, Sing his Song".
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Good idea, but BIO-WEAPON-REJECTOR would be more accurate.
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Un-poisoned would be the appropriate language.
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Mirandola - excellent points!  All of them.  I am anti-injections, I don't like things to bypass my liver and natural 'guards' - and as

many times as I try and state this, somehow people think I'm not doing my civic duty.  Again - if you've chosen to vaccinate, you

should feel great about that decision and what I do shouldn't matter to you.   That worked for a long time until 'the man' Mgured this

out and started talking herd immunity is why vaccines fail.  Unfortunately, I have always been aware of pockets of outbreaks -

that's the way the planet rolls, even among the heavily vaccinated portions.  They want to play the blame game, but it doesn't work.

 Looking at graphs and charts throughout history - it doesn't work - sanitation works, healthy food works (and my oh my, the

fast-food takeover boomed - to our detriment!  --- we need to build and protect which means avoiding tearing down our immune

systems.   Things I try and tell my kids, anyways :)
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Gui- Here is a good article on Fauci

www.yahoo.com/news/letter-editor-dr-anthony-fauci-091804253.html
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Why do we need a label at all? Every label that is applied to people that make their own choices and decisions is generally

negative, either overtly and right in your face, or covertly and hidden. Labels create meaning inside people's heads, and a covertly

negative or belittling label works very well against people. I think any label just gives the control freaks more ammunition. I have

no good ideas, by the way, but maybe we should each just choose what we want to be called, and like our names they will mostly

be different - too many terms for the opposition to deMne, perhaps? I saw a funny quip on a T-shirt of all places:  "Since we're

redeMning everything now, this is not a gun, it's an automatic cordless hole punch."  Take care.
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Inside the CORRUPTION OF PFIZER are the booster injections to CONTINUE MURDERING, INCLUDING CHILDREN and not revealing the

records of their trials. Omicron is another strategy in this genocide. No sooner had the OMICRON HYSTERIA hit the headlines, politicians,

aided by a compliant global lockstep media, started identifying scapegoats and telling the WORLD’S POPULATION TO PREPARE TO ROLL

UP THEIR SLEEVES. -Omicron may be more infective, is likely no more dangerous — but may be more likely to evade injection-induced

immunity.

-There is no conclusive evidence that Omicron originated in Africa — which happens to have the lowest injection rate and case rate of

COVID-19. -Mass injection of Mrst gen injections, followed by re-worked Omicron-speciMc jabs, could cause disastrous consequences,

including accelerating development of further variants and antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) of disease. -We consider some of

the possible political and economic drivers behind the new unscientiMcally backed policy to up the ante on injections.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/ralph-norman-fda-pMzer-covid-vacc..  (12/03/21)

The South African Health Minister Joe Phaahla said that new travel restrictions are “unjustiMed” and stated that he believes these bans

represent a “KIND OF KNEE-JERK REACTION” THAT “REALLY DOESN’T MAKE SENSE.” According to the president of Botswana, all four of

the people from Botswana who were Mrst identiMed with the Omicron VARIANT WERE FULLY VAXXED.  Yet, we continue to see the

mainstream media in the U.S. ignore THE FAILURES OF THE CURRENT COVID SHOT CAMPAIGN.  BOTTOM LINE: IT’S NOT WORKING!

www.naturalhealth365.com/omicron-variant-travel-ban-3459.html  (November 29, 2021) The Mrst conMrmed case of the so-called

"omicron" in the United States fully vaccinated. www.lifesitenews.com/news/Mrst-american-to-contract-omicron-covid-var..  (Dec 1, 2021)
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Steve Kirsch, a data-driven analyst with his articles on covid vaccines and their long-term effects on humanity. In this interview he

says that omicron appears to be very mild. If a person had to choose which variant to become infected with, he would vastly prefer

omicron, as so far it has not killed anyone but causes the body to produce a powerful immune response that confers immunity

against all variants of covid. It appears that omicron, despite being widely touted by the corrupt corporate media.

This means that omicron could be the cure for covid. It could end this whole phony pandemic without the need for vaccines,

masks, social distancing, or lockdowns. By simply allowing omicron to spread through the human population, producing almost

zero deaths, the entire world could become immune to covid and we could put an end to all the global insanity, including the

totalitarian "covid concentration camps" that are in the world headlines

www.brighteon.com/2b2f3406-092b-4bcd-8d6e-69a908271b32  (Dec 3, 2021)
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This goes way beyond PMzer. A foundation to why PMzer & others have gotten away with criminal behavior is Fauci. In Kennedy's

book much of it reports on the HIV/AID's era. In it, sand ]ea devoured puppies be damned what was allowed if not encouraged to

be done to babies & children is enough to make one never want to eat again. If we take out HIV/AID's & replace it with Covid-19 it is

the same dark playbook, nearly followed point by point. The fact this behavior bleeds out innocent blood across decades & has

been kept low key, under the radar is jaw dropping. While the focus here is on the damn Jab/s, there are multiple Fauci's across the

board in other areas & activities of life. They are interconnected serving who?  * "Bourla [say's those of us who are looking for

legitimate answers to legitimate questions,] are not just bad people, “they’re criminals, because they have literally cost millions of

lives.” Bourla is one to talk, being the CEO of a company the name of which is synonymous with corporate crime."*

*"Bourla wants us to believe PMzer is under attack from dark money groups? Again, the playbook of these wolves includes the

dictum to always blame the other side for what they themselves are guilty of."* Again those of us who have followed this disaster

from day one have seen this is classic Fauci Bull Spit. Deaths of millions of people? If the memory is working, Kennedy states

Ivermectin used safely, & in fact weekly to prevent blindness, parasites & more has been hoarded up so now Africans can lose their

near next to nothing infection rate so as the likes of PMzer & Fauci can claim something that works & is extremely safe doesn't

work. One solution and one solution only, Jabs, jabs, jabs, No recourse, no accountably. When the house comes tumbling down,

don't blame us, we got ours, what is your problem? Who is criminal?
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Oh no...what can I do! Omicron (Moronic) is coming to get me. We're all going to die! Is that the "appropriate" Lemming response,

Gui, during this campaign of fear?
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Bloody Bourla should be our nickname for the exterminator of humanity.
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Following information from the PMzer scandals reported by Dr. Mercola, PMzer holds the record for the largest Mne paid in a health

care fraud lawsuit brought by the US Department of Justice. PMzer paid $ 2.3 thousand millions in Mnes, penalties and settlements

for illegal marketing claims. We can cite a partial list of 14 of PMzer's most dangerous, most disputed and potentially lethal drugs.

Celebrex, Bextra, Geodon, Zyvox, Lyrica, Neurontin, Protonix, Prempro, Chantix, Depo-Testosterone, Zoloft, Effexor, Lipitor, Xeljanz,

etc. Also lawsuits for environmental contamination against PMzer. Some of them:

In 1991, PMzer agreed to pay $ 3.1 million to settle EPA charges that the company severely damaged the Delaware River by failing

to install pollution control equipment at one of its Pennsylvania plants.

In 1998, PMzer agreed to pay a civil penalty of $ 625,000 for environmental violations discovered at its research facility in Groton,

Connecticut. In 2002, New Jersey Mned PMzer $ 538,000 for failing to adequately monitor wastewater discharged from its

Parsippany plant. In 2003, shortly after PMzer acquired Pharmacia, the company (along with Monsanto) agreed to pay about $ 700

million to settle a lawsuit over the dumping of PCBs known to be carcinogenic in Anniston, Alabama. In 2008, PMzer agreed to pay

a civil penalty of $ 975,000 to settle federal charges that it violated the Clean Air Act at its former manufacturing facility in Groton,

Connecticut, from 2002 to 2005. New Jersey environmental groups have criticized a cleanup plan devised by PMzer and the EPA

for the American Cyanamid Superfund site in Bridgewater, which is considered one of the worst toxic waste sites in the country, as

inadequate. PMzer inherited responsibility for cleanup through the purchase of Wyeth in 2009.
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The WHO even says that there is no evidence of beneMt from vaccinating healthy people. We can add that only risks A top World

Health Organization (WHO) oYcial said there is “no evidence” to suggest that CCP virus booster doses would offer “greater

protection” to healthy people. Dr. Mike Ryan, the WHO’s emergency director, questioned the logic of some countries trying to

produce more booster doses to vaccinate anyone aged 18 and older. “Right now, there is no evidence that I’m aware of that would

suggest that boosting the entire population is going to necessarily provide any greater protection for otherwise healthy individuals

against hospitalization and death,” Ryan said. www.theepochtimes.com/who-no-evidence-booster-vaccines-offer-greater-p..

 (December 3, 2021)
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They choose to make South Africa their scape goat because most will believe it.  Africa is a backward country, etc. I fear for all the

children in SA who will be subjected to the vaccine because of fear, political ambitions, greed of big pharma.  Their future health is

in question, indeed health of all.  they most likely will not pay for their crimes here , but come judgement day they will.
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G, why do you think PMzer asked a court for 55 years to release all their data on the shots?

I think they are hoping everybody will be dead by then except the drug makers and NWO. 

🥳
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childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-adverse-events-deaths-5-..   Subject line:  Children dead from "vaccine." I have just sent

this to Joel Harden, MPP, (member of provincial parliament in Ontario, Canada).  I've written to him before and he persists in endorsing

child "vaccination" and today was heralding $10/day child care.  I replied to that with the rebuttal that the government is trying to destroy

the family.  I didn't address him as I usually would a member of parliament because in my opinion he is not worthy of the title: Joel, This is

from R.F. Kennedy, Jr.’s, website.  Do you really think his material is fraudulent? You are involving yourself with crimes against humanity.  If

I were in your position I would speak against what is happening because if you do not, you will be held accountable.
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Thanks Retsbew. Some congressmen are acting responsibly. We need to know the truth of the harms in the "vaccine" trials, to

know all the information records submitted to the agency regarding the Emergency Use Authorization of, or licensing of, all PMzer

COVID-19 vaccines. CONGRESSMAN INTRODUCES BILL TO FORCE FDA TO RELEASE PFIZER DOCUMENTS WITHIN 100 DAYS,

INSTEAD OF 55 YEARS U.S. Rep. Ralph Norman (R-S.C.) on Thursday introduced legislation to require the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) to release, within 100 days, all records of information related to PMzer COVID vaccines. The FDA had asked to

be allowed to take up to 55 years to release the documents.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/ralph-norman-fda-pMzer-covid-vacc..  (12/03/21)
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Yes, Retsbew,  you get reliable and convincing evidence on the CDC website - fortunately it’s free and available to us all. But why

isn’t the existing VAERS evidence enough to shut down any experimental injection programme?  That alone should have been

enough especially since underreporting is likely to be considerable.   “VAERS is telling a very frightening story…..So someone has

to explain that to me because we are not supposed to be injecting babies,” said data scientist and immunology researcher Jessica

Rose, Ph.D., about the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) and what it tells us about injuries, especially among

children. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-defender-jessica-rose-data-..
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Thanks; I've been looking for the update. The talking heads still want us to believe that no one has ever died from an injection. How

can we 'not' be living in the Twilight Zone?
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RETSBEW and other Canadians:  Conversation conducted by Laura Lynn Taylor Thompson, A BC based Christian- oriented

interviewer but in this video she does not speak of the gospel but only talks with Ontario MPP Rick Nicholls.  It’s worth a listen for

Ontarians: dlive.tv/.../laura-lynn+DmKS4G2ng   Let’s support and write to this man !!!
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Retsbew, in comment to your important message (how awful, how tragic, how deeply wrongful this is!!!! Whew) I want to

underscore you with a letter by Meryl Nass MD, published in an article by the Children's Health Defense (CHD). Dr Nass stated that

BigPharma is NOT immune from lawsuits wherever they KNOW that harm or deaths are being in]icted!
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BigPharma is NOT immune from lawsuits wherever they KNOW that harm or deaths are being in]icted!

default.salsalabs.org/T9fb814bf-1b30-48b4-ab75-9c03027f9dd7/3d304343-9..  

No wonder then, that BIgPharma always invokes that cheap little refrain: "There is no clear connection to the vaccine". OH REALLY?

I think the evidence is ridiculously obvious, the violent crime of highest level is smoking in our nostrils, and the most minimally

educated medical person knows that these mRNA genetic modiMcation shots are a GUARANTEE of autoimmune attack! Leading to

medical maiming and deaths! They KNOW the VAERS statistics (according to the CHD, now 900,000+ adverse events reported,

where the CDC says that only 1% report in!) and they are KNOWINGLY carrying right on with the whole program! BigPharma MUST

be sued, so MUST Biden, the WHO, CDC, FDA, all of them! Frankly they belong in jail. Suing is way too kind to them.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 8:36:18 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  If this Mlm doesn't wake up people, and if it is not

proof that BigPharma knows exactly what a murderous act they are engaging in, then nothing will prove it. What excuse is there

anyway to perform medical experiments on the public? And further, to coerce Everybody into participating, upon pain of loss of job

and house and home? There IS no excuse, major crimes of high level are afoot! Arrest Biden, arrest Fauci, and all the rest of the

ringleaders, and send them to a small little room behind bars where they may enjoy room and cheapest board for the rest of their

lives! Or, let them shelter in place safely far away, let them pay for their own one-way ticket to the moon, decreasing the surface

population by their own numbers!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 8:42:26 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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AMEN!!!  Kennedy has now become one of theenemy, therefore he is fraudulent, cannot be anything else.  He will not answer you

because he has no valid answer.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 2:24:18 PM
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dordee:  Listen to Radio Nigeria and other African stations on YouTube.  They are not at all unaware of what is and has happened

to them as a result of exploitation.  That's not "being backward."

And I disagree with this remark you have posted, which I post below.  What the heck are you referring to?  Why, exactly why, what,

where, when and how has R.F. Kennedy, Jr., become one of the enemy?   Maybe take note of Dr. Mercola's style of writing wherein

he always cites his attributions.  

Comment by Dordee:  "AMEN!!!  Kennedy has now become one of theenemy, therefore he is fraudulent, cannot be anything else.

 He will not answer you because he has no valid answer."
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew, writing can be so confusing when people are being sarcastic. We don't hear the tone of voice. I can't hold a crystal ball to

someone else's brain, but I "took" it that Dordee was writing sarcastically and was saying that from BigPharma's point of view,

Kennedy is the enemy....
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bor8387
Joined On 1/17/2021 5:36:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I know that many of us are facing division amongst once-united families this upcoming holiday season. The drumbeat of propaganda

has sadly worn down many of our friends, neighbors, and family members. It's painful, and it's tragic. Despite that I say, "fear not!" Just as

in revolutions of the past, we do not need a majority to prevail. Nor do we need the media, politicians, or anyone else to step up for us.

The future depends upon US. And that is a good thing, a GREAT thing. We The People have the opportunity to stand up to tyranny and rise

to the challenges before us.

I call forth the "tireless minority" that our Founding Father Samuel Adams called upon who is, "keen on setting brushMres of freedom in

the minds of men."  Written by Dr. Simone Gold, America's Frontline Doctors, a True Medical Professional. There are over 20 million of us

veterans, and 8 times as many patriots that stand ready, willing, and able to do what ever it takes to defend the Constitution and bill of

rights, and the reason the founding fathers made the 2nd amendment the "2nd amendment" will be realized and come to reality.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No difference between PMzer and Monsanto. Both are Crime Cartels. True Monsters. True Devils. True Nazi Ideology followers.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, they all are. At the point where corporations are so large, more powerful than most 3rd world nations, they can do whatever

they want until enough of the population shuns their products and people, deeply affecting their income stream. This deMnes their

capitalist interests behind their current war against humanity.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!  Why can't people see this?  they say i am wrong, don't know the facts.  they said same about Hitler until he became so

obvious that they could not ignore the truth.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PMzer switches the onus - they are NOT GUILTY but YOU ARE - forget the FACT that their irresponsibility has resulted in GUILT for REPEAT

FELONIES - forget the FACT that they have caused DEATH and grievous bodily harm to hundreds of thousands of innocent human beings -

forget the conspiracy to destabilize the world economy with a FALSE engineering of a Pandemic - "cui bono?" - WHO BENEFITS - they do

of course with their BILLIONS of DOLLARS in criminal proMt taking -

PMzer manipulates the law through BRIBERY and at the same time "cocking a snook" at the penalty system by evading prosecution by

paying a small percent of their proMts as part of their overhead - PMzer has perfected IMMORALITY as part of their crony capitalistic

trading program - and like their ally the Snake PMzer holds their non corporate customer base to ransom as proof of their ability to exploit

and damage human health - this CONTEMPT is the disease which PMzer wishes to in]ict on the planetary society - this is GLOBALISM

writ large / plain and simple
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan corruption is in the vaccine mandates and PMzer is a huge beneMciary. Public Citizen has released a report describing

how the pharmaceutical giant PMzer created secret contracts and used its monopoly power to manipulate governments into buying

and dispensing its Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines". As one of the major vaccine producers under "Operation Warp Speed," PMzer

used its position of power to "silence governments, reduce supply, shift risk and maximize proMts," according to Public Citizen.

"Behind closed doors, PMzer exercises its power to obtain a number of worrying concessions from governments," said report

author Zain Rizvi, a law and policy researcher with the Public Citizen's Access to Medicines program.

"The global community cannot allow pharmaceutical corporations to continue making the decisions." In some cases, PMzer asked

some of these countries to offer their sovereign assets as collateral against the cost of any future legal cases. In other words, it

was already known in advance that beatings were going to harm people, leading to lawsuits, and PMzer wanted to protect itself

while still making maximum proMts. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-contracts-pMzer-max..  (10/20/2)
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PMzer and Fauci and all the corrupt criminals are untouchable.There are too many people believing the MSM the politicians the

hype. The public have a built up fear of Covid and think the jabs are the only way to beat it. They think natural immunity only last 3

or 4 months, jabs are preferable, so you must keep getting boosters to protect. We are in the minority,  the people do believe we

(the vax rejectors) are keeping the covid and varients occurring. The vaccinated booster believing majority just cannot see it any

other way even when a vaccine related death occurs its explained as a totally different happening. No amount of evidence changes

their thought pattern. They listen and then say " I'll just get the booster anyway to be safe" I really do despair the majority of the

Scottish people are following whatever our egotistical First Minister (monster) tells them.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for all your contributions, Stanley!  Brilliantly put, as always.  But I'm afraid it's so much worse than that.  After seeing

many analyses of VAERS data regarding "lot numbers" and death/injury, if true, this is all very calculated, not random, not

accidental, not 'side effect', but fully intended effects.  PMzer, Moderna, J&J are all basically the same, not competitors, but

partners which share proprietary assets; PMzer appears to be the ringleader of the current project.  They're running a trial, but not

the trial they advertise - to mitigate a re-named cold/]u, it's 'the one' we've all feared.  Of course the analyses could be elaborate

disinfo, or it could be real VAERS data and VAERS is messing with us, but if true the implications are huge.  It could be used to

target individuals, a region, a nation, it could be put in ]u shots or child vaccines...  However, it could possibly be used to bury the

entire industry if the right people get into a functioning court or other authority.  

We should also keep in mind, the drug companies have not only captured the media, politicians, tech, academia, and regulatory

agencies, we should assume they've captured a large chunk of the intelligence apparatus WE pay for and which is tasked with

protecting US.  So:  Hi guys and girls, remember us?  Remember the constitution?  The Nuremberg Code?  The Ten

Commandments?  Have a blessed day everyone!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Gui - Lukashenko of Belorus tells us that PMzer offered a million dollars fro his agreement to vaccinate his country with the

Mengele potion - he is the only politician that refused to take the bribe which must have been much more in the UK and the USA for

example - www.innercitypress.com/imf1camhondkenbelarusicp091020.html  

hi MoMac - Scotland has taken the Corrupt Path that all the political agents have found it impossible to refuse Rampaging - the

details are irrefutable - but the band plays on - the Titanic is ]oundering but the band plays on - the message is in the bottle -

]oating in the sea of plastic  - the plastic is aspyxiating the marine and bird life - but the band plays on - S. O. S. - Save Our

 ................? ?
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said sir.... phizer NWO deep state players will be one of the Mrst to be held accountable when Nuremberg II trials commence

along with clown schwab, soros, gates, obozo, clintons, bushes, biden, and most of the pathetic posers in D.C. ALL responsible for

the scam-demic.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Stan,  So much new is coming out now...lawsuits against Biden's mandates, new variants carried by the VAXXED, myriad details

about distorted mRNA performance data, and more. In last Thursday's Highwire show, a recent paper that Dr. Steven Gundry

published reports that patient endothelial-type heart markers routinely tested in his clinics has gone up signiMcantly in pre- and

post- shots. This marker reads several proteins and show the 5-year chance of a new coronary symptom (ACS for Accute Coronary

Symptom). This is in addition to the cardiomyelitis and periocarditis currently being discussed in young people who took the shots.

This is a similar concern that was discussed by Dr. Asseem Malhotra, a UK cardiologist, in a video clip with a interviewer in the UK,

also shown. And Dr. Peter McCullough is on, saying he is in agreement with Dr Malhotra that urgent studies are needed.

Starting at about 1 hr - 05 minutes into the show, after the Jaxen report: EPISODE 244: OMG, OMICRON!

www.bitchute.com/.../GoFIycb3o9lh  - Too bad that was not included in these vaccn trials, or the FDA would have known how

seriously ]awed their benefactor's products truly are, eh? NO time for politicians to Mgure out what side of the fence they are on, as

they may not even be around to do anything about it!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As always, you get to the point!  Glad to know people like you.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe the very deMnition of PMzer's dictum of blaming others for something they themselves are doing is the Democrat party law of

ethics. Look what they did to Donald Trump. The leftist politicians blame Trump for Russian collusion, for being racist, and for inciting a

riot all which Democrats have actually done.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maxine Watermelon actually told her followers to tell Trump supporters that they are not welcome anywhere.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look what they do to the middle/working class. Their real "TDS" was levied not at Donald Emannuel Goldstein Trump but his

supporters whom the elitists look down upon. Worth noting your typical Democommie nowadays is a white collar, entitled, social

climbing snob. Image obsessed, pretentious, and devoid of any ability for friendship, empathy or love. They love to brag when they

troll, but tend to misspell words and use bad grammar. They can be laughable in how proud, yet ignorant they are. Functionally

illiterate yet boasting of their superior intellect and learning in all caps. They will never make the cut to the Inner Circle though.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, they use media to shame us, bully us into doing what they demand.  Donald Trump isn't perfect, no one is, but he he closer

than Democrats are.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The virus is smarter than man. Once man Mgures out how to slow down or get rid of a virus, the virus develops a variant, and the game

goes on. This has been going on since before we were all here. I’m more apt to believe this is a bio weapon. Perhaps the focus should be

away from the virus, and more on getting to the bottom of the question: Did Fauci illegally use taxpayer money to fund gain of function

research in Wuhan? And if so, what role did Bill Gates have in this quite probable corruption? Cowardly US politicians are choosing to stay

away from that question. However, I’m sure they’re not staying away from  Pharma lobbyists. It’s a damn shame.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Talking of cowardly US politicians, there is some relevant information here,  

www.brighteon.com/02ed1877-6dc1-4b6d-8f0f-ad92b54eea19    about how some of them are made to do their job properly. Min

6:30
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All legitimate questions.  Been saying this since the beginning of Covid.  But my friend says Gates has done so much for people,

how can i say he is evil?  they have done an excellent job of brainwashing the public, using their ally, the media.  they say they want

togetherness, yet they promote division.  they have been preparing for this many years.  Hitler just didn't succeed, they plan to.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Critical reporting why this is way beyond a Pharma Co. or Big Pharma, or Fraudci's part in it. How this is all an insertion point to initiate

the Great Reset, how it is already being taken out for a test drive. Just how vicious it already is, & how bad it can be. Doc proven right over

& over & the reality of it all being recognized.  www.youtube.com/watch
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just "vaccines" are the vehicle that leads to the Great Reset. Operation Coronavirus has demonstrated how mass hypnosis

can be instilled in entire populations around the world. Many people hopelessly lost in the oYcial narrative. First of all, the total

control of the people is intended to manage them for the beneMt of the globalist elites. The WHO released a proposal endorsed by

two major globalist organizations that serves as a model for governments to implement a global vaccine passport veriMcation

system. The document, called "Digital Documentation of COVID-19 CertiMcates: Vaccination Status," funded by none other than the

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation, outlines technical guidance for governments to implement the

program to usher in of an ID - in the name of COVID, of course.

A similar vaccine passport project in the works, called CommonPass, is also supported by the Rockefeller Foundation and the

World Economic Forum (WEF). www.infowars.com/posts/bombshell-who-releases-plan-for-global-digital-..  

 www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Digital_certiMcates-vac..   thecommonsproject.org/commonpass
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PMzer has no say what happens to a product it will take no responsibility for its results. Greed is evil walking.
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traderjoe9
Joined On 2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wouldn't that be something if the medical profession grew a backbone and started sticking up for patients instead of their paychecks

from the HMOs & big insurers?  Well, don't worry about PMzer. They still have tiny hatter Jim Cramer and his network boss & owner of

CNBC, NBC, MSNBC, tiny hatter Brian Roberts. In fact, all the tiny hatters who own our MSM propaganda network will still support the big

bill paying big pharma companies... even if it means killing millions.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's already thousands of doctors here in the US who are GUILTY OF CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY!! As well as being on Big

Pharma's payroll for bribery and graft. Apparently they aren't as smart as they'd like us to believe which is why I take care of my

health and they don't...
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The narrative here is that YOU are  GUILTY Of not taking THEIR EXPERIMENTAL VACINNE. Add Guilt to Fear and you have a toxic

emotional cocktail, and emotions are their leverage.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!  well i am just too old, hard headed to give care about them and their bully tactics.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The PMzer Mnes over the years did not put a dent in their evil ways.  But look at what the everyday folks of Australia have to put up with in

the way of Mnes.  $21,909 for no mask, no ID, protesting, not testing.  $90,870 for causing a risk to the health of another. $109,044 for a

business breaking rules such as failure to check customer vax status. $454,350 for an aggravated offense by a business such as

encouraging customers to ]out lockdown rules.  These Mnes are designed to destroy the lives of ordinary people and to destroy

businesses. Are we in the post enlightenment period?  Are we in the twilight zone?  Are folks being pushed to suicide?  But the magic of

UK doctors say we are suffering "post pandemic stress disorder".  www.youtube.com/watch
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had thught of moving to Australia, love the wildlife there.  Now, no.  i would have over a million in Mnes within the Mrst day.  They

are obscene, no one but millionaires has that much money!  You are right, they have set out to destroy the very people they say

they represent.  what do they do for people to pay taxes to support their government when everyone is on welfare?  We are in the

last days!
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Willy234
Joined On 8/1/2015 8:36:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding the medical distaste for the word 'cure' - they hate it and try to avoid its use at all times. They know that their drugs are unable

to cure diseases, more often than not. But they do have a deMnition. The complete absence of all symptoms of the disease. For cancer,

they add "complete absence of symptoms for 5 years." And what happens if your cancer returns after 5 years? It's counted as a brand new

disease! That looks good on the score sheet.

This deMnition is unusually loose and open for a profession that prides itself in precise language.The addition of Mve years to the

deMnition of a cancer cure proves that they really don't have an accurate idea of a what the cure consists of. Another example of poorly

thought out  language is the deMnition of "drug".

Bit it must be said that the worst example of sloppy language and thinking is the bald faced statement heard so many times "there is no

cure for disease X." How many untold millions of people give up hope because the doctor makes this completely unsupported statement?

Medical science would have had to explore and test all the possible cures before you could say this. And new cures are popping up all the

time. It is totally irresponsible.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Drs said I would only live 3 months.  that was in 2000.  how do they explain my still living in 2021?  They said i would get covid

because of age (81), diabetes, heart, most likely die if not get jab.  Still here!!  organic, non GMO foods, strong immune system,

prayer and common sense works great.  If I had believed them, i would have sat in my chair, given up and died in 2000.  the mind is

very strong, can kill you if you believe it.   I have almost gotten rid of meds for diabetes, maybe use metformijn, insulin once a

 week when i have a pity party (there goes my mind again).  My body is learning to use fat as fuel, not sugar, carbs.  I eat

intelligently, proactive for my health.  BUT the masses prefer someone else to think for them, do for them, no  effort on their part.

 we have to wake up, think for ourselves, do ourselves.
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a Vietnam  era Vet who was pumped full of a high number of vaccines during basic training and told the vaccines would 'protect' me

from the many diseases I would face when I entered the country of Vietnam I was one of the lucky ones or so I thought who did not get

orders to go to Vietnam.  I suppose I was lucky because so many of my fellow soldiers did go to Vietnam only to get killed or return to the

states a 100% mess.   Before I reached the age that made me eligible to be drafted I was also pumped full of vaccines to 'Save me'!!  

I enjoyed what I considered good health despite my smoking habit until I reached my early 50's and without any warning I fell ill with what

was diagnosed as panic disorder.   I begin researching this so called disorder and that led me back to all of those vaccines I was

subjected to since I was a toddler.  The only thing I have come to realize is I know nothing more than I did as a scared teen who was

subjected to numerous vaccines.   I guess I could be tagged as a conspiracy kook because around the late 70's  I begin to do plenty of

reading about things that simply did not make sense to me.  

Now in my seventies I am so disgusted with the present situation that being the Fauci/Biden dictatorship which has divided this country

causing more hate and stupidity than I though was possible.  I had a uncle who was an infantry squad leader during WWII who fought the

Germans to stop a lunatic who was doing exactly what all of us are being subjected to now.   How did we allow this to happen?   We

handed ourselves over to those who THINK they know what is best for us.   We screwed up and it sure appears that a handful of idiots are

controlling the entire population.  I am now waiting to be ordered to mask up once again because of the new fake variant (should be

called Ominous) and ordered to get vaccinated with something that is intended to hasten my expiration.   We are still Mghting WWII.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 7:44:01 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Delta and Omicron (or ZERO Micron, non existent) is an anagram for Media Control.  But nothing to see here, move along.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 9:55:28 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!  I have friends who survived Hitler, both Jew and German.  the similarities are frightening.    I will not wear a mask, get the jab.

 being in a rural area,  in Missouri, it is not as bad, people simply do not do as told, no one makes an issue of it.  they assume you

know if you are ill and will stay at home not infecting others and know to keep distance from someone coughing their head off.

 called common sense.  protects you better than the jab.  Hang in there!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 3:08:37 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Luc4176
Joined On 8/6/2020 9:07:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend and I, both with backgrounds in PR, spent a torturous afternoon listening to or reading the gibberish on the news. We came up

with the following PR agency terms being used in mainstream media all the way down to cable news and local rags:  -Vaccine

hesitant/hesitancy  -Do it for others   - New normal   - We’re all in this together  - Disease/pandemic of the unvaccinated  - Follow the

science  - Misinformation/disinformation (used multiple times in the same article or broadcast)  - Only way back to freedom (when

describing vaccinations)  There are likely more but we ran out of anti-emetics.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 7:30:41 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Only way back to freedom." Isn't freedom excluded in their "New normal?"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 7:41:42 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The criminals have it covered!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 7:41:44 AM
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Luc, don’t forget this one: “If everybody just got vaccinated, we can end this thing tomorrow”.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 10:45:32 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The best marketing The Gates Foundation can buy??

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 12:12:57 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Peter McCullough says what MSM calls "misinfo" is actually DATA.  the DATA that Big Pharma CDC has been fudging...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 2:18:42 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Back to freedom?  depends on your deMnition of FREEDOM!  Slavery is not my deMnition!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 3:11:50 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thegoptimes.com/forgotten-monument-to-dead-orphans-from-faucis-torturo..   What has been done by Fauci and others is even worse.

 Watch the video "Guinea Pig Kids". Also, these: forbiddenknowledgetv.net/murder-just-hours-after-publishing-the-secret..  ~ 

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/german-chemist-dr-andreas-noack-was-arrested-..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 1:13:24 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Almond. FAUCI, DEAD ORPHANS, AIDS DRUG TRIALS, AND THE LIES. by Jon Rappoport “In 2009, the Times admitted that

many children had died – but the VERA Institute, hired to ‘investigate’ the trials, was also forbidden from looking at medical

records. Their ‘investigator’ also refused to take data from me on the trials – lists of the trials themselves, the drugs used, and

their recorded ‘black box’ warnings. In a follow-up interview with Vera Myles of WBAI, the head of the VERA Institute admitted that

many more children had died.” blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/11/22/fauci-dead-orphans-aids-drug-trials..  (November 19,

2021)

Joe Biden and Anthony Fauci are corrupt politicians who will not be able to defend or advance the interests of Americans and must

be replaced by serious and honest ones. politicians who defend the constitution and lead the United States to a true democracy

where freedom and the right of people to defend health prevail. Kennedy explained that Fauci has been a problematic character all

throughout his more than 50-year tenure in public health, during which he operated as a workplace tyrant and ruined the careers of

countless physicians and researchers who, unlike himself, were upstanding and honorable individuals. “Tony Fauci didn’t want the

American public to know that he has poisoned an entire generation of Americans,” Kennedy said, alleging Fauci targeted a

whistleblower who was trying to uncover the blood supply in the country was tainted with deadly strains.

truepundit.com/exclusive-robert-f-kennedy-jr-drops-bombshells-on-dr-fa..  of-americans /

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 1:25:34 AM
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bourla and the Rat pack will die in prison for Mass Murder.  Its already been set in motion and he knows it.  He's feeling the Heat and

knows EVERYTHING is comming out. He's a Trapped Rat. Your going to lose it all Bourla. You won't be alone. 

🥳
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

when the time comes, the gov'ts which will have been retaken by sanity (new people) will just kill these people and not talk about it and

everybody who knows won't ask. They don't deserve any better than that.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The bottom line: The world is in a spiritual war. Evil entities are trying to steal your soul and destroy our planet for their evil agendas. My

investigations have lead me to believe (putting that mildly) that these evil entities are not from this world because of the technologies

used in their "BIO-WEAPON" poison jabs, the widespread corruption that was implemented in such a short period of time with the media,

medical community, and ALL of the players in that realm.

History and solid evidence shows that these evil entities have been here for thousands of years, and have in]uenced our planet and

history since written history began. This evidence is right in plain sight if you look, you will see! 98% of ALL history as we know is a LIE,

and has been proven over and over again. Stockholm syndrome is one of the most dangerous forms of psychological warfare that "they"

use to destroy the masses to carry out their evil agendas. Suggestion: watch some of the videos on the orion lines dot com. Not sure

where this guy got some of this information, but I can tell you it was classiMed for a long time. Thank all of you that contribute yo the

forum, and May God bless all of us. Love Y'all,
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

be they  aliens or not, they have been preparing for this a long time, perfecting their  weapons.  people are as sheep being led to

the slaughter because they want to leave decisions up to someone else.  dr. give me a pill to make it go away, don't bother to Mnd

out what that pill will do to them.  Eat healthy, non GMO food, that is too hard!  grow  my own food, can't sit and watch favorite

game on tv.  we have to take some of the responsibility for this ourselves, start thinking, doing for ourselves, stop being so gullible.
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jdrose199
Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not think we need any more Mnger-pointing the wiser choice would have been to not get the shot. Trying to stop that is useless too.

But most who did were scared and being afraid can do many things to you. I now know a lot of people who are sorry they took the shot

and are not going to take the booster. I hope seeing the light will not be too late for them. If the real treatment would have been available

when this all started there would have been no need for a shot or a shutdown. But as usual politics and drug companies saw the

opportunity and jumped on it. Even though I think it was all a setup anyway. Big companies do not care about us they only care about the

money and power. I try hard to not wish ill on anyone but sometimes that is hard to do. Peace.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen!  I pray my friends will not suffer from the jab, that is all i can do now that they got it.  fear is very powerful.  if i had listened

to drs when told me in 2000  , I  would die in 3 months, I would now be dead many years.  Instead I chose to be proactive, eat

healthy, pray, Mght to live.  Sometimes you have to chose to Mght, live, no matter what THE EXPERTS SAY.
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ulika7
Joined On 7/11/2012 5:12:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I keep asking WHAT will it take to remove those criminals from their authority? Is it because the judiciary are also part of the corrupt pedo

system?  Soon is not soon enough! In the age of the internet -we the people can move mountains - so will be at the helm of our new era?

Another nazi regime must be prevented!  I am fascinated by the simple truth at They ]y blog.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

20 million veterans and 8 times as many patriots. It's coming.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!  stand up, be strong!
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Using search words, Belarus President Bribe Refusal, the following appeared at the top:  

 fort-russ.com/2020/09/belarusian-president-lukashenko-says-imf-offered..        I used duckduckgo.
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cyberbarb
Joined On 9/12/2017 9:31:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do some people get side effects or death and some don't? Is it because some are jabbed with a saline placebo and some get the real

thing?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting ' Almond' but I prefer to just ignore  the name callers and idiots...and just smile at them......because I know their life is near the

end .....and besides most are just upset  because they  were stupid enough to believe their TV.....so I smile at them......when within ,  I am

laughing my asss off at how STUPID they really are...and its kinda amazing how many "professional people" are really  S T U P I D..... Roll

up that sleeve for #4, 5 , 6  this year......next year,,,,7,8,9,10..next year, if you're still alive..........11-22.........
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ghInn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is the accountability?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coming!
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bre31917
Joined On 6/5/2013 9:21:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In line with this article...Lara Logan's public outing of Dr. Fauci as a Dr. Mengele. Spot-on.  This little evil dipstick IS another Mengele..

 Wish the creep would take a long walk on a short pier.  OR stick HIS head in a container of ]esh-eating bugs like he did with the beagles

after he ordered their vocal cords were cut.  SOB!  .
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acolleen
Joined On 11/5/2019 3:48:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know someone who works for PMzer who told me this past fall that nobody had died from the PMzer vaccine. This person’s family all got

vaccinated, so obviously they believed and trusted PMzer. Now there is a document called “Cumulative Analysis of Post-Authorization

Adverse Event Reports…” that shows PMzer had received notiMcation of 1,223 fatal case outcomes by February 28, 2021, (Section 5.3.6,

Table 1, page 7). I’m not sure when and to whom PMzer claimed there were no deaths from its vaccines, but it appears that PMzer was

lying.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The word 'vaccine' has to be removed from ALL conversation as this is NOT a vaccine..BUT, in dealing with the misinformed this is the

word they know and feel comfortable with.  SO, if someone asks 'did you take the vaccine?'..answer with a powerful message...'oh, you

mean the bioweapon?'...if they want to label things and label us we need a strike back word that is unsettling. It might not wake them up

but at least it will jar them. "I refuse to be a pin cushion for psychopathic criminals...'

On another thought; yes, there will be a mass die off from the obliteration of killer T cells but what about the slow deaths..?.... especially

cancer ones,  that will create billions in revenue before the patients die off?.. They win in every way.. murder and proMts...
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Draker7
Joined On 9/2/2021 12:24:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I used to laugh when I would hear people say that there will never be a cure for cancer, because Big Pharma would never allow it. Friends

and family in the medical Meld would also scoff, saying that the researcher's egos would never allow them to suppress a cure, as they

would be heroes, and become instantly renowned.  But since I have seen the absolute censorship and lack of scientiMc debate from the

beginning of the "pandemic," I have lost what faith I ever had in the so called science, and in a majority of physicians who lack the courage

to question the oYcial narrative.

As in so many other areas, the lack of an honest media,  the power of Big Pharma and the bureaucrats they corrupt, and Big Tech's ability

to control information enables the evil we are witnessing at present around the world. It still astounds me to see the absolute lack of

common sense in those who are so willingly led to a calamitous future, many of whom are family and friends. My only hope is that many

of them wake up, and will survive what lies ahead.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

World governments may not get around to punishing them, but surely on judgement day they will answer for their crimes.  May they all

burn in hell.
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dezmirly
Joined On 1/28/2017 12:09:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This news report is insane to me. Why would any country who can clearly see that PMzer is evil in its negotiations and leverage against

their government and non liable for any harm their shots cause... why would that country in any way believe that those covid shots - made

by PMzer - would somehow be 'good' for people in any way, shape or form? If this pharma thug is clearly evil in how it negotiates with

governments to get their shots out there... wouldn't it be common sense to suspect that those very shots are also going to be tainted with

evil and harm? So why have governments been lining up to participate in this? Such forces that are clearly beyond my scope that would

make them comply.
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Draker7
Joined On 9/2/2021 12:24:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because they are all vying for a position of power in the New World Order.  I have read that Australia would like to  serve as a global

headquarters for the Great Reset, which might explain their willingness to demonstrate their ability for complete control.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch

this presentation is incredible...!  Please view & share before youtube takes it down ...  (BitChute at least does have,  just a little slower to

load.) :-)
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chi49397
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:11:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please Dr. Mercola… do you have a telegram account?  If not there is a fake one on telegram.  It just does not seem to be you.. very odd

writing and I have been reading your emails for years.  

Thanks
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dreampie
Joined On 11/26/2017 1:21:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m Clot Shot free, period.
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

George Washington had a sure cure for this nonsense. Like it or not, history knows not otherwise.
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ghInn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This morning for some reason I looked through the conglomeration of collected post, article’s, research etc and became depressed.

Depressed because of how truly ignorant all the people at the so called top who consider themselves at a pinnacle of human intelligence,

like the idiot’s in this article. I don’t want to bring anyone down; but we must face reality and prepare ourselves for its onslaught.  This

attempt by these morons to clean up of better the human species with their ‘batch’ vaccines and the central database so the injector can

look and see if the injectee is scheduled for termination. The smokey cloud they blow in front of their gene modiMcation to better

something that nature has reMned over millennia and turns out to be nothing more than a back door sneak to eliminate or reduce an

individuals lifetime. The lifetime, if any given, will be riddled with health issues that have no bounds, except your wealth which will be

absorbed by these self proclaimed deities.

Irony? Oh yes there is in my mind an irony of no equal. This ‘shedding’ of the harmful spike that is the true pandemic, will eventually even

come back or circle around to envelope them. Or does this spike have a life span of its own? Even so, the walking factories will be putting

the spike out like cars from an assembly line. So will it eventually get the deities too and end the human species … time will tell. Now to

arm my defense mechanisms, that which mother nature developed; but gave me to it as a backup, the overseer of the system. My Mrst

focus will be to send my immune to the gym for an extended workout and exercise.  Believe it or not, I feel that now is a true time for

isolation because the system must build its strength by slow interaction, not by over whelming itself. Idiots and sheeple! Ah more irony.
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isolation because the system must build its strength by slow interaction, not by over whelming itself. Idiots and sheeple! Ah more irony.

The sheeple do not realize THEY ARE THE WEAPON. Arm yourselves! That has nothing to do with gun’s; to those monitoring this site.
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bselsaolcom
Joined On 3/11/2009 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With PMzer's evident dishonesty and dangerous practices over the years, every parent should prohibit their minor child from getting

PMzer's Covid-19 shot until the federal government repeals the law that holds the manufacturer harmless for any deleterious effects.

Otherwise, getting the vaccine would amount to child abuse. The current situation with record numbers of deaths and adverse events

from PMzer's vaccine should also persuade adults to forego the vaccine. Meantime, it would be instructive to compare the long-term

health of a sample of vaccinated vs. unvaccinated individuals, after government rescinds its asinine unscientiMc mandates that prevent

unvaccinated individuals from traveling, eating in restaurants, staying at hotels, or even keeping their jobs. Such mandates amount to

governmental tyranny and overreach, which is the reason our founders included the Second Amendment in our Constitution.
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marcan1
Joined On 11/13/2021 8:44:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK! I'm convinced! All one has to do is open their eyes and they'll see the truth! But now, I need someone out there to tell me how I can get

the almost benign life-saver Ivermectin? My doctor has taken the government-mandated line that Ivermectin is "untested"... while the vax

is.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who from Gov't in their right minds would ever do a deal with or partner with a company as crooked as PMzer?? That's easy...that'd be the

Democratic party that should be shuttered and their management jailed as well. They're ALL crooks!!!
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We must understand & further, reactivate the functional principle that 'behavior', 'actions', 'meaning', 'intention', 'spirit', 'humility',

'reasonability', & 'attitude', are far superior & much more reliable re]ections of 'truth', 'integrity', 'intent', 'wisdom', 'peacefulness' & 'Love',

than any spoken word, or words. This is illustrated by the learned phrase from childhood in dealing with a bully: "Sticks & stones may

break my bones, but, words will never hurt me". We see this on a daily basis from our institutions & "experts" for whom constantly change

the meaning of word/s. On a more personal level, a further example of how 'weak' & 'pathetic' words really are is by simply recollecting

how many times one has come to the realization that "I don't have the words to express, or, describe how I feel, or, what I mean"? This is a

clear indicator that the more one relies on "words", the more one is disconnected from our true Self as an expression of Divinity itself, by

just "BEING".

We really appear to have forgotten the meaning of what it means to be of higher awareness, higher consciousness, taking the 'high road',

of what "LOVE" really "IS". Society has become brainwashed by the constructs & manipulations of the ego & so entrained by the Mve sense

emotionality centers of the reptilian ego brain to believe that the use of "words" is the most important aspect of our existence, even, in

spite, of the "science" stating that 95% of all communication is non-verbal. This is more accurately stated to be, at least, 99.5% of all

communication.

This disconnection is the effect of the myriad of constant programming, distractions & manipulation tactics used to disconnect the

human 'higher mind' from Reality & from our true essence of the ineffable consciousness of our Creator. This is the effect of all of the

hypnotic messaging that ]oods the daily lives of most everyone, for which, is absorbed by the unconscious mind & easily becomes

manifest as conscious behaviors.
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM
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This is the goal of big government, big corporations, big tech, big pharma, big anything, the global elite, the New World Order. It is

to disconnect humanity from the spiritual energy center of Life, & the knowingness & power of Divinity. This is the main use &

purpose of technology, of the electronic devices, the cell phones, of AI. The satanic global elite will replace the consciousness

vacuum they created with their programming & implementation of AI, & in doing so, thereby fully usurp God's dominion over

humanity. The good news is that the Source of our very existence & True Power is eternal, omnipresent, omnipotent & omniscient.

Therefore, it all is merely our "choice" to make of our free will that will determine our destiny. GOD SPEED!
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Back in the 90s, as a tech worker, I was astonished to see H1b visa applicants ]ooding the tech sector. Especially when there were plenty

of good programmers, etc looking for work. In retrospect, I see that they were used to move the technoracy towards the dystopia/social

media hijacking we see today. I've recently discovered that there are a lot of companies lobbying and recruiting doctors and other medical

personnel. The pharma, insurance companies and hospitals WANT these workers. They are cheap and compliant. They will not have the

ethics, courage or platform to speak out like Dr Mercola. Ask your legislators (I know it rarely has an effect, but keep trying) to halt H1b

visas.
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Why  are  we  vaccinating  children  against  COVID-19?  Thus,  the  actual  number  of COVID-19-based  deaths  in  the  USA  may  have

 been  on  the  order  of  35, 000  or  less,  characteristic  of  a  mild  ]u  season. Even  the  35,000  deaths  may  be  an  overestimate.

 Comorbidities  were based  on  the  clinical  deMnition  of  speciMc  diseases,  using  threshold biomarker  levels  and  relevant  symptoms

 for  the  disease(s)  of  interest [25,26].  But  many  people  have  what  are  known  as  pre-clinical  conditions.  The  biomarkers  have

 not  reached  the  threshold  level  for  oYcial disease  diagnosis,  but  their  abnormality  re]ects  some  degree  of  underlying

 dysfunction.  The  immune  system  response  (including  pre-clinical conditions)  to  the  COVID-19  viral  trigger  should  not  be

 expected  to  be the  same  as  the  response  of  a  healthy  immune  system  [27].  If  pre-clinical conditions  had  been  taken  into

 account  and  coupled  with  the  false positives  as  well,  the  CDC  estimate  of  94  %  misdiagnosis  would  be substantially  higher.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8437699
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola.  I dont know if you read comments here but since you and other ethical MDs are under Resetter attacks I thought I would

send you this quote which should be shared far and wide as defense against ALL censorship...and from a man who is the very epitomy of

Science. "…A dictatorship means muzzles all round and consequently stultiMcation. Science can ]ourish only in an atmosphere of free

speech.“ Albert Einstein
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mammywitch1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

And one of my questions is--WHO FUNDS AND 'EDUCATES' THESE DOCTORS IN THE USE OF PFIZER'S DRUGS?

And of course we ALL KNOW THE ANSWER TO THAT ONE!!!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bourla belongs in prison or worse along with his cohorts
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the "News" has "questions" about safety, effectiveness and "availability" they either ask a PMzer executive or spread

Fauci-Wallensky squid-ink....The "News" never repeats adverse deaths or protests of any kind.  They only support the infallible authority

of "doctors" and the pharmaceutical view for over a century now.   In an honest world; the medical professions and the universities that

hatched them would be prosecuted for willful negligence and mass murder.  Prevention and scientiMcally correct treatments have always

been dismissed, hidden and forbidden resulting in a totally disinformed, dependent and confused populace.  

A negligence suit in the UK was brought against doctors after a woman gave birth to a child with a severe neural tube defect ..but was

NOT informed to take folate....There is clearly enough evidence to convict our healthcare monopoly of such omissions where in fact most

pregnant women are given prenatal instruction, but vital information on every other preventable/treatable chronic disease is withheld.

The disconnect between cause and effect is the murky world we have inherited... Note to all the Big Liars, monopoly enablers and fake

media propagandists: Please kill yourselves!
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It would mean more if American Patriots took care of these globalist criminals. That's my prediction...
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Add as Friend  Send Message

“Finding the occasional straw of truth awash in a great ocean of confusion and bamboozle requires intelligence, vigilance, dedication and

courage, But is we don’t practice these tough habits of thought, we cannot hope to solve the truly serious problems that face us – and we

risk becoming a nation of suckers, up for grabs by the next charlatan who comes along.” -  Carl Sagan .. We have choices, chose the

“Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle” perpetrated by The Powers That Be (Power Elite, Deep State, etc) or chose the “Reality of Common

Sense.”   .. “The close relationship between politics and economics is neither neutral nor coincidental. Large governments evolve through

history in order to protect large accumulations of property and wealth.”  - Michael Parenti.     IMHO – this country is run by: Power, Money,

and Gangsters.  en.m.wikiquote.org/.../Michael_Parenti
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Time for a new book to expose PMzer?
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM
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Jefferson nailed it 214 years ago: Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper. Truth itself becomes suspicious by being

put into that polluted vehicle. The real extent of this state of misinformation is known only to those who are in situations to confront facts

within their knowledge with the lies of the day. I really look with commiseration over the great body of my fellow citizens, who, reading

newspapers, live and die in the belief that they have known something of what has been passing in the world. ~ Letter to John Norvell,

June 14, 1807 Is anything these arseholes said true?  Precious little.
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wallguy
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Think of it this way, the current vaccinations are "FREE"!  When have drugs in vials ever been "FREE"?  That is like a sign on the lawn that

says "FREE PUPPIES AND KITTENS"!  (or maybe a car?)  There is no such thing as a free shot, cat, or dog, and especially a car.  Once you

take possession, it becomes your contract with it. You can be judged how you perform.   Did you remember to do some homework prior to

such an agreement?  Just asking for a friend.
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Not just free. You could get donuts or $100.
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chuxtuff
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Just taking their jab was your implied consent with NO OTHER RIGHTS (like hoping to recover something like money from the

criminals who either injured or killed you with their faulty products and then KEPT LYING ABOUT AND USING IT STILL) at least

that's what they'd like us to believe. I don't think our SCOTUS thinks that's so but that's a decision that's coming down the road, I'm

sure...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 11:26:22 AM
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SarahB
Joined On 10/31/2006 10:42:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting: When I clicked play on the Mrst video, a sign popped up that asked me if I would allow Facebook to track me. If I clicked yes, I

could see the video, if no, I was denied access. I clicked no.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 6:12:01 AM
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google did the same thing to me awhile back when I placed an order on InfoWars only I basically told them to buzz off and I rather

liked doing business with Alex Jones' highly respected website and company (not theirs). Thinking back about this it's easy to

believe WE'RE being watched, monitored and tracked by Big Tech because WE ARE!!!! Now they're going to be pissed because I like

and follow Mercola Health as well but as a free American I WELCOME THEIR ILLEGAL SCRUTINY especially when WE'RE in

command and control. WE'VE BEEN TAKING NOTES!!! And America 2.0 awaits us all.  I've NEVER been more certain that: The News

Is Fake And The War Is Real WWG1WGA

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 11:37:01 AM
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no escaping the monstrous scope of a genocide plan that has deep rooted on the world.  The distain of which, is so blinding to

masses that refuse to believe it ever possible. The scripted architects have now been enjoying the collapse from within as a hypnotized

Media Orchestra plays a Pied Piper tune with a poisonous melody that falls on deaf ears and fearful possessed minds.  It is the song of

an unending death march never heard by the unsuspecting. The song that silenced.  Yet we had been warned that indeed Quote, "Dark

Days Lie Ahead"!!!???    President Joesph Biden     What else is up these bastards' sleeves???  This is our worst nightmare. This is not

some DRILL!  

No one is coming to save us. We have been bought and sold to be controlled by once trusted con-glomerates hell bent on generational

doom and gloom. And laugh at our consumption of their hubris deceit. The United States of America has fallen victim to an almighty

illusion called the pursuits of "Riches".  We have been tricked into letting our guard down. And those most able to pay, aren't paying the

Piper. We are paying our own demise. The real pandemic is of folks whose lips are sealed by bribery and a failure to admit wrongdoing.

This what happens when you vote for people you "THOUGHT" knew better! How is their obvious blindness so eye-opening to so many?

 What form of Madness enables this?
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Too much left wing-ism, Social Media, No believable, honest mainstream Media and sleep walking through life from being fat and

happy and not paying attention and then when you were paying attention you couldn't believe what was happening. 3/4's of

America is guilty of that scenario though because WE'RE THE MAJORITY and the crooked left isn't, OUR FUTURE IS IN OUR HANDS

- NOT THEIRS!! Especially from here on out...
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is Anthony Fooochie fer PMzer!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 5:30:10 AM
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is Anthony FOOLED YA Fauci fer PMzer.  (addendum)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 5:51:29 AM
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SUE SIEBER
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:35:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This makes Dopesick look like a hangover remedy!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 4:29:12 AM
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Michael Palmer, a Microbiologist who teaches at the University of Waterloo warns about the toxicity of the lipid nanoparticles in the

mRNA vaccines. https://youtu.be/-N9EDHMtkUg
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martinkreativitet.se
Joined On 8/2/2021 11:45:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Instead of letting the elites manipulate and totally control us by devide and conquer let's Mght back by taking them out. Plain and simple.

We're at least 99% of the population.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 3:29:15 AM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are opportunities available to keep reminding the war criminals that the 99% are rebelling against 1%

childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/take-action/demand-full..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 4:19:20 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More like 30%. And at least 30% of the population is pro totalitarian.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 7:59:16 AM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heil Biden?  Dr Richard Fleming has a strategy to prosecute the Third World War criminals involved in the plandemic for crimes against

humanity. Signatures still being received internationally.  https://www.]emingmethod.com/
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bluesalvia
Joined On 10/21/2010 12:23:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Mrst video on this page was blocked by Microsoft, has this happened to anyone else?
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Strangely it's blocked in Firefox but comes up in Google Chrome for me.
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BeeBuzy100
Joined On 8/10/2021 5:00:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bluesalvia Yes the video was blocked by my browser Duck Duck Go, based in the UK, when I tried to Unblock it, I had the following

message:- DuckDuckGo blocked this Facebook video We blocked Facebook from tracking you when the page loaded. If you

unblock this video, Facebook will know your activity. Learn More Unblock video I have tried clicking the Unblock video again, but it

won't open.  I've never had this before. Can I say a huge thank you to all who contribute to the newsletters and offer such

interesting information and alternative views.  It's really appreciated.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, same here - the link is blocked.  Go to the Atlantic Council website Mrst, then key in the PMzer Chairman’s name into the search

button or try this:  www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/a-conversation-with-albert-bourla/

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 5:26:54 AM
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was also blocked by Duckduckgo because fakebook was using it to track! AWESOME that fakebook is getting stomped on!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 7:05:01 AM
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health_activist
Joined On 6/17/2010 5:03:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes - in my case it was DuckDuckGo that blocked it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 7:10:30 AM
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health_activist
Joined On 6/17/2010 5:03:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BeeBuzy - that is exactly what happened to me too.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2021 7:12:35 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Duck Duck Go blocked the fakebook video, because it wants to track me. I can unblock it if I want...I don't. I'm sure that I've already

seen it or read about it.
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ghInn
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Does anyone know of a substance, natural, that can reduce or eliminate the spike?
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Leahoz
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LETS PUSH BACK...This is huge //////www.bitchute.com/.../79AcxNSr640c
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solitairecat
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I believe this is the Gog war prophesied in Rev 20: 7 to 10, Satan is deceiving the nations of the world to attack the saints.  This means

the time of the Mnal judgment, when everyone is judged according to their works Rev 20: 11 to 15 is close. If we overcome, we will inherit

eternal life in the New Jerusalem that will come down from above and Mll the earth, after all the murderers, idolaters and liars have been

destroyed in the lake of Mre Rev 21: 1 to 8. I believe the things taking place now are to show us mankind is lost without God.
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health_activist
Joined On 6/17/2010 5:03:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also Revelation 13: 16-17 - the 'vaccine passports' being used in many countries surely have to be the mark of the beast. They

already have the technology for the next step - to incorporate it into the body via Bill Gates' 'digital tattoo,' or via this Microsoft

patent: WO2020060606:  patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606&_Md=..  Body interfaced digital

currency.   Notice the number of the beast hidden in plain sight?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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There is absolutely no doubt that humanity is lost!
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I agree that this vaccine is the mark of the beast.  It will be necessary to participate in the capitalist system which has been taken

over by Satanists.  I say 'taken over' because until now everyone could beneMt from it, but soon only those who take the mark will

be able to 'buy, sell, or trade". Did you know that Salk's Institute is considered to be a temple, and it was designed by a Freemason

for sun worship? I've been thinking about how Yahshua called the apostles away from their work to follow him, promising that God

knows what they need and would provide for them.  I think we are going to need faith in God to get through this.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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I'm a Christian, but we're not the only ones under attack. The governments of the world have suddenly declared war on their own

people. I don't know where we are in Revelation. But Gates and the rest seem to be trying to create the scenario described in

Revelation 13. Trying to wake Christians up with a book I'm serializing. rnichols.substack.com/.../how-the-technocrats-operate   I

am terriMed and alone. No one believes me o�ine.
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solitairecat
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Rensmith, Before COVID everyone was permitted to take part in the capitalist system, but soon we must get vaccinated to

participate.  To make matters worse, the vaccinated have been brainwashed into persecuting the unvaccinated, even members of

their own family.  This is what Yahshua warned about in Luke 21:16 "You will be betrays even by parents and brothers and relatives

and friends and they will put [some] of you to death".

The governments are removing everyone's rights and freedoms, but it appears the unvaccinated will lose their livelihoods which

will mean losing their homes and necessities like food.  I see people around me choosing to get vaccinated to continue working,

not understanding that their lifespan may be drastically reduced as a result.  People think they are being given a choice but in

reality they are merely choosing when and how they will die, by their own hand (accepting the vaccine) or by the government's.

I personally do not want to commit suicide by taking the vaccine, so the government will need to get their hands dirty to get rid of

me :-)
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mrrobb
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So Why buy the COVID  toxic 'vaccine' ?  I mean its killed off  a lot of people..some within minutes after getting this Jab.and fall over

dead.....so people still pay for this to be pumped into their bodies??? >>>>scratching head.<<<<<...Hummm....?? Peaple Pay to get

pumped up with a metal inhanced toxic unknown ???  Hell most Herion addicts have a pretty good idea what the dump into their

body.........so what wrong with these "Suposed Educated"  some with a PhD....or college or University "education"  ??????  and these are

the people who "teach you kids"??? Man , this just blows me away..

Seems that the group that run and own PMzer are the same that run earths Military powers and governments and boards of education and

your food companies and Agriculture and chemical cos , medicals  and legal societies...and drugs companies ..both legal and illegal..And

95% the earths "News' Medias and TV and print....and a lot more....but I''l let  Brother Nat tell ya what else this gropl control and run... >>

 https://www.realjewnews.com/     and more here  cdn.preterhuman.net/.../index.htm   and a little more here >>/

 strangerinajewishworld.com/2021/09/17/jewish-control-of-world-media/   kinda  funny who a few million of this group run

EVERYTHING.....including when You Goyum will die.. Have a nice day/night...cuz ya never really Know when 5G  will Fry YOU..........LOL..

But it will !!! Still on MyMountain.....watching the Lights below....Brrrrr...looks like a Frosty Night..already  -1 c.......
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www.goodnewsaboutgod.com/studies/political/jews/media_jewish.htm

 strangerinajewishworld.com/2021/09/17/jewish-control-of-world-media/   and 20 years before this was   Frank Weltner with his

 factual site >>   called Jewwwatch.com  but he was shut down in the planned  Censor Group  also run by this same Gang.

cdn.preterhuman.net/.../index.htm   Pope John Paul II was born to a Jewish Mother making him a Jew......hummm....and how

many little boys did he have in his dressing room??  ..(shhhh..ya ain't suposed to talk nasty about a pope.......like Pedophile  Pope

Francis aka Jorge Mario Bergoglio   novusordowatch.org/2019/08/francis-wyd-vestments-pedophile-logo/
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I believe the perpetrators are Zionists whose members are from all races and nations.  Some anti-Zionist Jews are vocal

opponents of what has taken place in Israel.  Some Christians, especially in the US, are Zionists who support what Israel is doing,

ignoring their crimes against humanity.  Every individual must be accountable for their own crimes, not those of their race and/or

country.
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solitairecat   I have heard it all before.......to be a Jew one must follow the Torah  if one does not follow the Torah  that he is a

goyum.. and many of the jews  do not follow the strict Torah..hence they are not Jews.....only wanna be jews..and those wanna be

jews  are basic 'cannon fodder' that do all the common 'Labour jobs'...unless they can Mnd a white goy to do the dirty

work........maybe a christian... as most christians are the 'Do-Boys'  for Jews..... 'So 'solitairecat'..... listen to brother Nathanael ...  

 >    https://www.realjewnews.com/   and   cdn.preterhuman.net/.../index.htm   Afterall   they own everything and control who lives

and who doesn't.....Jews  say JUMP!!!  and christians say "How High?' The =US military id full of Jews in the Command area...  and

whats interesting Hitler had many Jews in his command sections also...But the Jews  also  slaughtered 6 million Christians is

Russia also........but no one wants to see that ......
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solitairecat................again Israel has a lot of Palestinians in its population..as the Land was Palestinian  before it was bought in

the 1940s so when the Jews in these assumed "prison camps" ( furnished with theatre and libraries and dining areas.kitchens and

gymnasiums  and more) were given free passage to the New' Israel' in 1948+/-........and each person was given money and food

and expences paid for a few months by that nasty old Hitler........yeah maybe  watch this for some stuff about Hitler  we were all

brain washed into beleiving he was a nasty  Leader.... >>      thegreateststorynevertold.tv        it is 27 chapters about 6-8 hours of

mostly Mlmed and veriMable facts ...
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Does PHD stand for “Post Hole Digger?”
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So, the term ‘Jew’ means someone who follows the Rabbinic interpretation of the Torah, not the actual Torah because they

wouldn’t murder and lie knowing they will not inherit the kingdom of heaven. In the New Testament, the scribes and Pharisee had a

different interpretation of the Torah than Yahshua, criticizing him for not observing the Sabbath, not washing before a meal, and

calling Yahweh his father.  He said they belong to their father, the devil, and carry out his desires, he was a murderer and a liar John

8:44.  They did not understand that he came to fulMll the Law and the Prophets Matt 5:17.

I realized before COVID that only evil people have key positions in the world, and now they are culling everyone who will not murder

and lie.  It is Satanist’s who rule the world, not Jews! I believe Bible prophecy is being fulMlled.  Satan has been released from the

abyss and is deceiving the nations of the world to attack the saints Rev 20: 7 to 10.  The time of the Mnal judgment is near, when

the dead are judged on their deeds, and anyone whose name is not found written in the book of life will be thrown in the lake of Mre

Rev 20: 11 to 15.  If we overcome, we will inherit eternal life in the New Jerusalem that will come down from heaven and Mll the

earth, after the murderers, idolaters and liars are destroyed Rev 21: 1 to 8.
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Not an ethnic thing. Religious. And it isn't Orthodox Judaism.

My friends and neighbors who attend the synagogue down the street don't get invited to Davos for crying out loud. And they sure

don't own all the money in the world. Ludicrous.

The highest elites running this thing are Satanists. 33rd degree Freemasons. Lots of ethnic groups.

Though they are in league with the Illuminati. But most Jews are not a part of that thing. Most don't even know it exists--or didn't

till recently.

99% of serial killers are men. But most men are not serial killers.

Don't hold all Jews responsible for the crimes of the Illuminati. A teeny tiny minority.

I bet Robby doesn't like being held responsible for the crimes of all straight, CIS white men.
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Legoge47.....nope...Piled Higher and Deeper :)  have a nice day
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rensmith23zohomail.com  """My friends and neighbors who attend the synagogue......"""  IDK.....'friends'  ....humm.IDK....you must

be a Jew...as the only friends a Jew has, are other Jews.......kinda like a cop......only 'Friends" a cop has are other cops...

Oh sure, you might know the neighbours....but friends>..IDK....

I never said anything about who did what.....only your 'mens rea' assumed  so......

But you called out  ":The highest elites running this thing are Satanists. 33rd degree Freemasons. """..again you don't KNOW that as

a fact........only your assumption....and assumptions are like theories....and opinions...and some are like assholes.as everyone has

one

The actual "Facts" are what you have witnessed....seen...was there....witnessed the actual 'thing'  other than  that....all 99% people

 KNOW...........is what they have been TOLD to KNOW!!!  Told by a TV or Newspaper.... Teacher , Sensi , or some other person ,

known or unknown....   Is that person being truthful?  unknown....

and TV News is what is read to you by some unknow person....read off the same as every other TV is "telling you what to

KNOW.........

This brings out the "Big Lie"  Written out By Hitler in Mein Kampf >>   www.historiography-project.com/.../biglie.php    

Joseph Goebbels on the big lie...

www.inspiringquotes.us/.../TzEs_7CxEctuv
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Spot on, the crooked noses are in charge, big time !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Warning about the video, if you got it, November 9, 2021, interview with Atlantic Council CEO Frederick Kempe, PMzer chairman and CEO

Albert Bourla. He is a liar and the criminal here not the people he claims are the criminals. He is NOT a jew as he claims but he is a Kenite

that is a son of Cain who is not at all related to the Jewish people. Even his name is not Jewish. For full explanation read my books and

this verse from the Bible:

Revelation 2:9 AmpliMed Bible, Classic Edition

9 I know your a�iction and distress and pressing trouble and your poverty—but you are rich! and how you are abused and reviled and

slandered by those who say they are Jews and are not, but are a synagogue of Satan.

Read full chapter

read my books as seen in the New York Times ISBN 9781410758415 & 69268 buy at any book store...real Christianity is not a

religion...it's the truth....John 3:16 AmpliMed Bible (AMP)

16For God so greatly loved and dearly prized the world that He [even] gave up His only begotten ([a]unique) Son, so that whoever believes

in (trusts in, clings to, relies on) Him shall not perish (come to destruction, be lost) but have eternal (everlasting) life.
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Yawn,.......and my bible book says this,,,,and my bible book said that.......yadayadayada.....thumpity-thimp  \

Oh My Koran says this and my koran says that...

!!!!!!!And here is THE REAL TRUTH !!!!!!!!

www.youtube.com/watch
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Dr. Mercola or whoever the moderators are here I would like to report a disturbing comment made by Legoge47, at 6:40:53AM Says he

has been a member since August 13, 2021 I've also seen such a comment by one of your top commenters here a year or so back but

 ignored it, but if he does it  again I will again be wondering how such comments get through and posted
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